The Hodsmans Legacy Lecture 2021

8:30am  Honoring Dr. Abernethy
Dr. Hodman’s Legacy and Dr. Abernethy’s Career

9:00am  Dr. Caley Shukalek
Practice with Pride: A Primer on LGBT2S+ Medicine

9:30am  Dr. Harinder Dhaliwal
Becoming a Physician and a Patient

10:00am Break

10:10am  Dr. Patrick McLane & Bonnie Healy
Quality of Emergency Care of First Nations Members in Alberta: Initial Results of Ongoing Participatory Mixed Methods Research

10:50am  Dr. Esther Choo
Health Disparity in Emergency Medicine

Avoiding Blindness To Inequity When Faced With Diversity In The Emergency Department

Please Register Online

March 11, 2021
8:30am – 12:30pm